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Abstract 

Even though recent decades have seen a clear trend towards organizational specialization 
within Swedish personal social services (PSS), there is a lack of knowledge about the 
consequences of this, particularly from a client perspective. The aim of this compilation 
thesis is to describe and analyse the consequences of organizational specialization for 
clients with complex needs. The empirical material consists of a survey and an interview 
study, both addressing clients whose needs can be considered complex since they entail 
several parallel contacts with different specialized PSS units. Article one is a research 
review aimed at summarizing and discussing the research on organizational structures in 
the social services, and these structures' impact on work with clients. The review suggests 
that, to function adequately, social service organizations need to combine and balance 
aspects of both specialization and integration. Article two aims to describe and analyse 
how clients with complex needs perceive and value the service conditions of the 
organizationally specialized PSS. The main findings are that clients primarily perceive 
and value their encounters with the specialized PSS negatively, and that they experience 
several elements of service fragmentation. The aim of article three is to describe and 
analyse how clients with complex needs account for their handling of service conditions 
within specialized PSS. A key finding is that clients combine different approaches 
(categorized as consensus, resignation, fight, and escape) in a balancing act intended to 
promote their own best interests. Article four aims to describe and analyse how clients 
with complex needs perceive the conditions for helping relations in a PSS setting marked 
by organizational specialization. A lack of system trust, the people-processing 
dimensions of work, and an organizational and professional emphasis on formal 
organizational structures and boundaries were found to constitute unfavourable 
conditions. Conversely, the occurrence of individual trust, the people-sustaining and 
people-changing dimensions of client work, and the boundary-spanning efforts of both 
informal organizations and individual social workers constituted favourable conditions. 
The thesis concludes that there seems to be a substantial lack of fit between the logics 
and features of organizational specialization on one hand, and the complex and 
interwoven nature of clients’ actual needs and everyday lives on the other. It is also 
argued that organizational specialization means that the complexity involved in 
encounters between clients and the PSS is overlooked or obscured. Further research on 
the structural arrangements and service conditions that surround encounters between 
clients and the social services is suggested, especially research that adopts a client 
perspective.    
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